THE ART OF AN OPEN SOCIETY
SYMPOSIUM – 22 NOVEMBER

In a combination of inspiring keynotes and interactive work sessions
with thinkers, doers, and decision-makers, on day two we immerse
ourselves in 'The Art of an Open Society'. We will go deeper into
questions such as: what is the importance of an open society? What
can art mean for an open community? How do you best shape,
content and continuity? Is there any such thing as a bottom-up
cultural policy of governments or is it time for a radically different
approach such as that of the ‘commons’? Key note speakers include
Royston Maldoom, Dr. Bibi Straatman, and Dr. Werner BinnensteinBachstein. In the work sessions we give a lot of space to the people
behind initiatives, from the old, and to the new generation of
creators.
The symposium is co-designed by the Lectoraat Image in Context of
the Minerva Art Academy. A working group of 'We The North' is
responsible for a listening ear from policy makers and decisionmakers from the northern provinces. CAL-XL and the Community
Arts Lab of the Porticus Foundation contribute with a national and
international perspective on the northern efforts. The most
important contributions and results are published in the magazine
Boekman of March 2019.

• Provisional program
13.00 Opening with input from the on-site visits
13.20 Royston Maldoom – Title?
13.40 Dr. Bibi Straatman - The small revolt
14.00 Intermezzo - interaction
14.10 Dr. Werner Binnenstein-Bachstein – Title?
14.20 Break
14.30 Six parallel work sessions with the three key note speakers
including Thomas de Groot (European Network of Commons),
Esmeralda de Vries (The largest crocheted blanket in the World /
The Mienskips Academy) and Diana Krabbendam (The Beach).
16.00 Plenary work session
17.00 Closing with drinks
• Website LF2018 in progress
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• Info about the key note speakers
• Royston Maldoom is a choreographer and has been the initiator
and leader of numerous participatory dance projects all around
the world for 30 years (including Dance United). His work was
especially honored by the movie "Rhythm is it" which received
the German Lola Movie Award for best documentary film in 2005
and large-scale world-wide.
• Dr. Bibi Straatman (Researcher Minerva Art Academy) is
Researcher for the research group 'Image in Context', Minerva,
Groningen, about the (political) role of practice driven artistic
research & design projects in the public domain and Lecturer
cultural studies and (design ) research methodologies at the ArtEZ
Fashion Masters Arnhem and at the Utrecht School of the Arts.
Member of Insistance, a debating and research group of
psychoanalysts, philosophers, diplomates and artists in Brussels
and Paris, about the pubic and political role of art, culture, and
psychoanalysis. (www.Insistance.org)

• Dr. Werner Binnenstein-Bachstein is one of the initiators of the
Brunnenpassage, a cultural and social hotspot in the center of
Vienna, and is also director of the internationally operating
Community Arts Lab of the Porticus Foundation. In 2017, Porticus
had a global survey carried out into the state of the art of
community arts by FASresearch, a specialist consultancy firm
specializing in network analysis.
• Download the factsheet of the international CAL-FAS
research here.

SYSTEM WORLD

WORK IN PROGRESS

Art at the top of the tree
Kathalyst of social change in
the life world?
Royston Maldoom
Choreographer
Mod > Hannelore Duynstee

Social infrastructure
What about radical change of
the actual (neo liberal) system?
Thomas de Groot
European Network of Commons
Mod > Mathea de Jong

Cultural infrastructure
What about bottom-up
cultural policy?
Werner BinnensteinBachstein . CAL Porticus
Mod > Sikko Cleveringa

THE ART OF AN OPEN SOCIETY
Grassroots initiatives in the
life world
Partner or alternative for the
(cultural) system world?
Esmeralda de Vries
The largest crocheted blanket
in the world
Mod > Rozemarijn Strubbe

Art at grassroots level
Katalyst of social change in
the system world?
Bibi Straatman
Lectoraat Image in Context
Mod > Boris Brink
LIFE WORLD

Social design and artist
educators in the life world
Partner or alternative for the
(social) systemworld?
Diana Krabbedam,
The Beach
Mod> Eileen Blackmore

ARTISTIC REALM

SOCIAL REALM

SYMPOSIUM
Concept

Workshops (version 2)
Workshop schedule

Role of the moderator, the expert, the young artist and the participants

14.30-15.00 The potential and the origin
Short get to know each other, who is who
Input: casus inspired by the expedition into the (He)art of Friesland
on 21 November) – presented by a resource person relayed to the
initiative
The seed: What is the concept? A set of core principles with
explosive load from the initiative proposed and other examples
proposed by the participants
The roots: What are the fertile ideas?

Moderator

15.00- 15.30 The realization and being in the world (incl. expert)
The trunk: which idea is strong?
The branches: what are the growth opportunities from this idea?
The leaves: what gives a continuous boost to the energy of the
project? Or: what do you have to let go of in the process?
|The nutrient medium. Which environment do we need as a basis?
Light and water: Which changing influences from the environment
are important?
Four Seasons: How does the tree develop in the periods of growth,
flowering, harvest, transformation?

•

Guest speaker at the workshop

•

Engage in a modest way in the first round discussion

•

Reflect on the first round discussion, put it in a larger perspective

•

Introduce your own issue(s) by putting your own card(s) on the table
(if possible in relation to the first round discussion)

15.30-16.00 Preparation of the plenary part by jointly building the
tree.
We provide six basic models of a tree (probably plywood). The
participants are provided with materials (carton leaves, branches
fruits, etc..) to present the results of the discussion on the tree. The
tree is of human height. The participants are supported by the young
maker.

•

Leader of the workshop

•

Hospitality

•

Time management

•

Work form: play cards with symbols referring to the metaphor of tree’s
and ecology .

•

Puts cards on the table to direct the discussion

Expert

It is nice if you can bring and use (audio-)visual material to support your
introduction of themes and issues but preferably without using
PowerPoint or other more ‘formal’ presentation tools
Young artist
•

Will have a ‘Joker’ to influence the discussion

•

Has a role in the design of the tree (role will be further elaborated )

Participants
•

Will also have some ‘Jokers’ to influence the direction of the discussion

Plenary session

SYSTEM WORLD

Workshop schedule 16.00-17.00

Final speech
Reflection on the symposium outcome and future developments by a
prominent decision-maker (some options pending)

ARTISTIC REALM

Phase 2
How does the forest look like a coherent organism?
Where do the trees feed each other and where are they in
competition with each other? Capture visual connections. Question:
Which connections make the trees stronger and which weaker? How
do you find the right connections?

SOCIAL REALM

Phase 1
Which tree groups can we distinguish?
Placing the trees on a quadrant on the ground: social domain, artistic
domain, life world, system world. Question: who is responsible for
the different trees? How? What do they need for this?

LIFE WORLD

EXPEDITION INTO THE (HE)ART OF FRYSLAN

ON SITE VISITS – 21 NOVEMBER (PROVIDING MPORTANT INPUT FOR THE SYMPOSIUM OF 22 NOV)
You can talk a lot about Open Community and grassroots but to

• Provisional program

really understand it you have to experience it. Which we will

10.15-10.30 Joint kick-off

do! Today we are taking around 70 participants to visit some 15

10.30-12.00 First location

grassroots initiatives spread across the entire province of Friesland.

12.00-14.00 Second location including lunch

We form groups of about 10 people with different backgrounds. Each

14.00-15.30 Third location

group will take two cars to travel to three locations. On the way we

15.30-16.30 Joint closing and drinks

will talk in depth about the how, what and why of the Art of an Open
Society. The visit to the various grassroots initiatives is also an
important input for the symposium the next day.
At the end of October, we will place the provisional list of
participating initiatives and projects here.
Be quick to sign up, as the number of participants is limited.
Participants who come by car and can accomodate another 3 or 4
passengers will be reimbursed for the number of kilometers traveled.

• Website LF2018 in progress

Afternoon

Lunch

Morning

EXPEDITION
Concept

WORK IN PROGRESS

C
Grootste gehaakte deken van de
wereld
Esmeralda de Vries
Website
Leeuwarden

A
DNALWD2018
Marijke Tiemersma

C
Under de Toer
De profylfoto fan Klaas

A
8ste dag
Marten Winters

Website
Leeuwarden

Website
Wommels

Website
Leeuwarden

C
Heldinnen van het Veen
De Muze

Website
Leeuwarden

A
Grutte Pier
Peergroup
Dirk Bruinsma
Web link
Kimswert

A
Let’s Dance
Grietine Molenbuur
Hannelore Duynstee
Web link
Leeuwarden

B
Eritreatown
Haring&Hummus
Gaertje Postma
Website
Leeuwarden

B
Fossylfrij Fryslân
Website
Places of Hope
Website
Bouwe de Boer
Leeuwarden

B
Iepen Doarp
Sjoerd Litjens
Website
Feanwâldsterwâld

C
Gamehall
de Plataan School

Website
Heerenveen

B
Meet Up Café
Stichting Jong Ondernemend
Fryslân
Website
Borderline Offensive
Tim Laning
Website
Leeuwarden

C
Haren in de Wind
Under de Toer

A
Dorp Europa
Wereldburgers van de
Voorstreek
Tryater
Website
Leeuwarden

B
Buiten de Boot
Detsje IJkema en
Victoria Vergult
Website
Leeuwarden

Web link
Langezwaag
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Q&A OF THE IN SITE VISITS (PROVIDING MPORTANT INPUT FOR THE SYMPOSIUM OF 22 NOV) - WORK IN PROGRESS !!
Motives

Mapping

Did your initiative contribute to an open society?

What is your actual position in the socio-artistic tree?

In what sense?

Are you at the grassroots?

How did you do it?

Or

Why did you engage?

Are you at the top of the tree

If we consider your initiative as a germ of a tree / a pioneer
Do you want it to become a forest?
Why (yes/no) ?

to be at the top of the tree is to hold the highest level of a profession
or career.
Do you act primarily
Social or Artistic?
Are you out on a limb?
the expression out on a limb means ‘in a position where one is not
joined or supported by anyone else’ or otherwise isolated.
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Q&A OF THE IN SITE VISITS (PROVIDING MPORTANT INPUT FOR THE SYMPOSIUM OF 22 NOV)
Moving

Improving

If so, would you like to join forces?

How to improve this initiative together?

Why (yes/no)?

By joining, collaboration, symbiosis ?
Or do we have to prune and thin?

Bottom coming up
Top coming down
Artistic going social
Social going artistic

Output (still to be decided…..)_
Prototypes new projects
Lessons learned…
Manifesto
Other ….

Did you meet already ?
What do you need to make it happen?

Roots and Branch
Used to ‘express the thorough or radical nature of a process or
operation’, root and branch covers the entirety of the tree, from top to
bottom (or, rather, bottom to top).

